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NORBERT TÓTH
1978, Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

Lives and works in Zalaegerszeg, Hungaryas a freelance artist 

CONTACT

Address      H-8900 Zalaegerszeg, Göcseji-Pataki Ferenc utca 1., Hungary

Telephon    +36-30-354-8737

E-mail         hinorbi@gmail.com

Website      www.tothnorbi.com and finearthotel.hu/tothnorbert and works.io/norbert-toth-1

EDUCATION

2008-2010     Hungarian University of Fine Arts, Budapest, Hungary 

                      (Master of Arts in Teaching Visual Arts)

2004-2007   University of Pécs, Faculty of Humanities, Pecs, Hungary (Master of Art in Teaching History)

1999-2004   Berzsenyi Dániel Teacher’s Training College, Szombathely, Hungary (Art teacher)

1991-1997        Ady Endre High School of Art, Zalaegerszeg, Hungary 

Master: György Fischer

WORK EXPERIENCE

Since 2007   Freelance artist

Since 2014   Conducting Secco painting Symposiums, Hortus Niger Sommer Academy, Halbenrain, 

                       Austria

2002-2017   Ady Endre Elementary and High School of Art in Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

                       (As a part-time teacher: painting and artistic drawing classes)

GRANTS/AWARDS/SCHOLARSHIPS

2018         Art Scholarship of the Hungarian Academy in Rome, Italy

2017       National Cultural Fund of Hungary, Grant of the creative activity

2016         The Prize of Zala County - presented at The pure flame of the end of October (1956-2016)  

                Exhibition, Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

2015         The Prize of the 3rd Cave/Grotta Exhibition, Tata, Hungary 

                   Recognition prize – Ex Tempore 2015 International painter competition, Halbenrain, Austria

2014         The Prize of the 3rd Salon of Zalaegerszeg, Hungary
nd2013          2  prize – Muzeum+ Design Competition, Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest, Hungary

                (as a group leader)
st2006         1  prize – Ex Tempore 2006 International painter competition, Halbenrain, Austria

2002         Art Scholarship of the Community of the City of Zalaegerszeg 

                The Art Scholarship of the Berzsenyi Teacher's Training College, Szombathely, Hungary

WORKSHOPS, SYMPOSIUMS (selection)

2020                  XI. Caffart International Art Symposium, Baja, Hungary

2018                     XX. Art Flexum International Art Camp, Hédervár, Hungary

Since 2017         Ludvig International Symposium, Kendlimajor, Hungary

2013, 2014        XXII. and XXIII. GebArt International Art Colony, Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

2012, 2013        VISIONART Art Colony, Velem, Hungary

2008                    International Painter Symposium, Hortus Niger Sommer Academy, Halbenrain, Austria

Résumé



SOLO SHOWS (selection)

2020     ’Cut out an area’ - performance, House of Hungarian Placards, Nagykanizsa, Hungary

2018        * To see Rome and die – I hope I will survive (An exhibition by Norbert Tóth – Not the football player, 

              ), and Exhibition Hall, not the basketball player, not the historian, not the gallerist etc. Town Concert 

              Zalaegerszeg, Hungary 

2016 NB 1 , Hungary     , Kuny Domokos Museum, Tata  (with Balázs Monok)

2013     I did not think there is such a world (Homage to Imre Bukta)  - performance, Town Concert 

              and Exhibition Hall, Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

2012     Exhibition of Norbi Tóth, Kiadó Kocsma, Budapest, Hungary

2011    12 months for the art, June, Martonosi Gallery, Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

GROUP EXHIBITIONS (selection)

2019    Roman Anzix (Postcards from Rome), Hungarian Academy in Rome, Rome, Italy 

             IX. 'I beg you, hang them up!', Contemporary Gallery, Tatabánya, Hungary

2018    V. Zalaegerszegi Szalon, Town Concert and Exhibition Hall, Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

2017    Selected works, Ex Tempore Piran, Piran, Slovenia

             Cave/Grotta 5 - In/Out, Kuny Domokos Museum, Tata, Hungary

2016    The pure flame of the end of October, 1956-2016. Town Concert and Exhibition Hall, 

             Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

2015    Found Art Exhibition, Moray School of Art - Moray College UHI, Elgin, Moray, Scotland, UK  

             Jahresausstellung, Hortus Niger Sommer Academy, Halbenrain, Austria

2014    Exhibition of the Artists Zalaegerszeg, Bánffy Center, Lendava, Slovenia 

             Siculicidium 250 exhibition series, Csíkszereda, Marosvásárhely, Gyergyószentmiklós, Madéfalva 

             and Székelyudvarhely, Romania

2013    Donald concept, FKSE Studio Gallery, Budapest, Hungary

2009    Eurpean dialogue, RCKP, Krosno, Poland

 

WORKS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COLLECTIONS (selection)

The GebArt International Art Collection, Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

Gemeindezentrum Halbenrain, Halbenrain, Austria

Collection of the Caffart International Art Symposium, Baja, Hungary

Collection of the Ludvig International Art Symposium, Kendlimajor, Hungary 
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I’ve heard the expressions: folk baroque 

or peasant baroque a lot. (I am still not sure 

of their exact meanings.) Rome on the other 

hand is the Baroque. 

For several days I was walking around the city 

following the first episodes of Waldemar 

Januszczak’s Baroque series. Then the concept 

of the folk baroque began to mean something 

for me. 

Using this experience, the Baroque!!! 

was born. This work was mounted together 

using the stylizes, diminished version of façade 

of the Sant’ Andrea al Quirinale church in Rome 

and a real outdoor toilet. 

The inside of the installation served as a small 

exhibition space.  

Baroque!!!

installation at the Town Concert and Exhibition Hall, 

Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

310x120x105 cm | mixed media | 2018



Recently, I’ve been trying to create works that 

are unpalatable, or hard to enjoyable; hopefully 

not because they were lame but because they 

only existed for a short period of time.

Essential to these works is presence. 

It is important to „be there and see it” at a given 

moment. This set presence however is goofing 

around or raises a mirror to that general mindset 

of our time; wanting to know and „experience” 

everything in real time/instantaneously, 

and feeling guilty if stumbling upon 

„a news” we not know about.  

The statues represent historical personalities 

(goddesses, saints, politicians, generals) i.e. 

figures that were associated with hope 

and trust in their lifetimes. 

I tried to depict them in a naive style 

but according to the characteristics of the given 

time periods. They will be displayed on plinths 

between the columns of the room inside large 

jars filled with water. However, it is important 

to consider that the sculp-tures will, in contact 

with water, begin to dissolve and shortly 

we can only see a mass of clay 

on the bottom of the jar. 

The statues will lose their original connotation 

and become un-enjoyable, so to say. 

For the visitors who missed „the action” 

it will appear to be only un-interpretable dirt. 

The paintings have a similar vanishing process. 

They depict classical imagery or replicas 

of old frescoes (for the moral side of the promises 

in our culture comes from the Christian morality) 

and are created with secco-painting technique; 

though the picture is covered with lyme hydrate, 

which makes the painting surface appear white, 

imageless. 

As soon as water is squirted onto the canvas – 

there will be a spray bottle in front of each 

painting – the original image reveals until 

the surface is dry again. 

With the help of the images are easily 

understandable, enjoyable and acceptable 

artworks for a short period of time.

As time passes (as we get further away from 

„promises”) the works slowely fade away until 

they disappear. 

Empty Proemises

Visualization of a possible exhibition 

in the National Museum of Contemporary Art (EMST), 

Athens, Greece, 2017

Visualization by Bence Fischer



Empty Proemises - floor plan

Visualization of a possible exhibition in the National Museum of Contemporary Art (EMST), Athens, Greece, 2017

Empty Proemises - sculptures and paintings

Visualization of a possible exhibition in the National Museum of Contemporary Art (EMST), Athens, Greece, 2017



Empty promises

installation at the Town Concert and Exhibition Hall, 

Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

variable size | jar, water, dried clay statue | 2018



Empty Promises: The philosopher (Process of the decomposition)

50 cm | jar, water, dried clay statue | 2017

Documentation: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eq9DvpjRMVk

Empty promises

installation at the Town Concert and Exhibition Hall, 

Zalaegerszeg, Hungary

each 26-32 cm high | dried clay statues | 2018

http://www.dropbox.com/s/rii4fpjk5bi5no6/17_Norbert_Toth_Web.mp4?dl=0


Not accepting the unacceptable pictures IV. (recovered surface)

100x100 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas, casein, pigments | 2018

The process represented by another image:  mp4 video (20'01”)www.youtube.com/watch?v=0DaDbrYzeMA

http://www.dropbox.com/s/rii4fpjk5bi5no6/17_Norbert_Toth_Web.mp4?dl=0


Not accepting the unacceptable pictures IV. (covered surface)

100x100 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas, casein, pigments | 2018

The process represented by another image:  mp4 video (20'01”)www.youtube.com/watch?v=0DaDbrYzeMA

http://www.dropbox.com/s/rii4fpjk5bi5no6/17_Norbert_Toth_Web.mp4?dl=0


Heads of St. John the Baptist

variable size | 5 digital prints in baroque stylish frames| 2018

„The earthly remains of the saints and their personal articles 

have been broken up so that as many people as possible 

may have access to them. The sale and purchase of relics 

was very common, although this was forbidden by the synods. 

Stealing a relic was not a sin. Counterfeiting of relics was 

common, as anything could be sold to the pious pilgrim.

In the early 12th century, Guibert de Nogen wrote that 

the head of St. John the Baptist was shown in two places; 

this means that the saint had either two heads or one fake.”

(László Katus: The History of the Middle Ages. 

Pannonica-Rubicon, Budapest, 2001, page 332.)



Personal reliquaries

variable size | mixed technique, secco detached from a wall on canvas, casein, pigments | 2018

Igor Bucharov's cigarette butt,

what he smoked during 

the Bohumilvaldens-action 

in the courtyard of the 

Vatican Museums

31 cm | plastic bottle, egg holder,

yogurt box, metal paint,

cigarette butts | 2018

SD card with the movie of 

Ladik Katalin’s Fountain performance

39 cm | plastic bottle,cottage cheese 

box, yogurt box, metal paint, SD card,

adapter | 2018

Bay leaf from our 

last Roman dinner

38 cm | plastic bottle,

ice cream box, cheese box,

metallic paints | 2018

Piece of a wine bottle

from the Bar Sancalisto in Rome

41 cm |  plastic bottle,

yogurt box, jar,

metallic paints | 2018

Thomas doesn't believe it

40x60 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas, 

casein, pigments | 2018



Zenons (decision-making) 

150x120x75 cm  | postamen, dried clay, car window-washer, water, plexiglass cover |2018

car window-washer 

system with timer

flexible water pipe

nozzle

wather

dried clay sculpture

The owner can make a decision: WHEN?



Medieval piece of wallpaint with outhouse No. 3

20x20 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas | 2018

Medieval piece of wallpaint with outhouse No. 2

23x16,5 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas | 2018

Medieval piece of wallpaint with outhouse No. 1

23x14,5 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas | 2018



Budi XL

50x100 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas, casein, pigments | 2018

The front of a budi 

23x23 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas, 

casein, pigments | 2018

Budi close up

23x23 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas, 

casein, pigments | 2018

Outhouse with blooming bush

23x23 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas, 

casein, pigments | 2018

Outhouse next to the forest

23x23 cm | secco detached from a wall on canvas, 

casein, pigments | 2018



Budi close up

9x15,5 cm | acrylic on Orbit chewing-gum boxes | 2018



Budi (Outhouse) IV.

9x15,5 cm | acrylic on Orbit 

chewing-gum boxes | 2017

Budi (Outhouse) II.

9x15,5 cm | acrylic on Orbit 

chewing-gum boxes | 2017

Budi (Outhouse) III.

9x15,5 cm | acrylic on Orbit 

chewing-gum boxes | 2017



You can find more here: 
 and  www.finearthotel.hu/tothnorbert www.tothnorbi.com
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